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Language and Culture
1998-08-20

this work investigates the close relationship between language and culture it
explains key concepts such as social context and cultural authenticity using
insights from fields which includes linguistics sociology and anthropology

Language in Culture
2022-12-22

language enables us to represent our world rendering salient the identities groups
and categories that constitute social life michael silverstein 1945 2020 was at the
forefront of the study of language in culture and this book unifies a lifetime of
his conceptual innovations in a set of seminal lectures focusing not just on what
people say but how we say it silverstein shows how discourse unfolds in interaction
at the same time he reveals that discourse far exceeds discrete events stabilizing
and transforming societies politics and markets through chains of activity
presenting his magisterial theoretical vision in engaging prose silverstein unpacks
technical terms through myriad examples from brilliant readings of marcel marceau s
pantomime the class laced banter of graduate students and the poetics politics of
wine tasting to fijian gossip and us courtroom talk he draws on forebears in
linguistics and anthropology while offering his distinctive semiotic approach



redefining how we think about language and culture

Globalization, Language, and Culture
2006

globalization is a complex phenomenon that has deep ties in the past movement of
people and ideas around the world while many people voice the fear that the power of
western culture and in particular american culture will overwhelm or even obliterate
indigenous cultures and languages this author argues that the impact of culture is
never a one way street the interconnectedness of the modern world allows input from
the united states to the rest of the world and at the same time allows the movement
of ideas and people from faraway countries to our shores book jacket

Language and Culture
2006-01-01

the book presents a new theory of the relationship between language and culture in a
transnational and global perspective the fundamental view is that languages spread
across cultures and cultures spread across languages or in other words that
linguistic and cultural practices flow through social networks in the world along
partially different paths and across national structures and communities



A Survey of Language and Culture
2015-11-05

is the development of language rooted in evolution biology or environment how and
why does language change over time do language and speech change depending on social
context a survey of language and culture linguistic anthropology and cross cultural
communication answers these and other questions through discussion of the basics of
linguistic anthropology and cross cultural communication the book is a survey of
language and culture from an anthropological perspective through nine chapters
students explore everything from the actual definition of language to language
acquisition from theoretical perspectives on language development to applied
linguistics topics include how language emerged linguistic competence and whether it
is innate or interaction based syntax morphology and phonology signal communication
folklore and sacred language and old world versus new world languages thorough yet
concise and accessible the book discusses the relationship between language and
culture in a way appropriate for undergraduate study a survey of language and
culture can be used in classes in cultural anthropology linguistics communication
studies and multicultural or ethnic studies

Language, Mind, and Culture
2006-10-12



how do we make sense of our experience in order to understand how we construct
meaning the varied and complex relationships among language mind and culture need to
be understood while cognitive linguists typically study the cognitive aspects of
language and linguistic anthropologists typically study language and culture
language mind and culture is the first book to combine all three and provide an
account of meaning making in language and culture by examining the many cognitive
operations in this process in addition to providing a comprehensive theory of how we
can account for meaning making language mind and culture is a textbook for anyone
interested in the fascinating issues surrounding the relationship between language
mind and culture further the book is also a practical introduction most of the
chapters include exercises that help the student understand the theoretical issues
no prior knowledge of linguistics is assumed and the material is accessible and
useful to students in a variety of other disciplines such as anthropology english
sociology philosophy psychology communication rhetoric and others language mind and
culture helps us make sense of not only linguistic meaning but also of some of the
important personal and social issues we encounter in our lives as members of
particular cultures and as human beings

Language and culture
1966

this volume explores various hitherto under researched relationships between
languages and their discourse cultural settings the first two sections analyze the



complex interplay between lexico grammatical organization and communicative contexts
part i focuses on structural options in syntax deepening the analysis of information
packaging strategies part ii turns to lexical studies covering such matters as human
perception and emotion the psychological understanding of home and abroad the
development of children s emotional life and the relation between lexical choice and
sexual orientation the final chapters consider how new techniques of contrastive
linguistics and pragmatics are contributing to the primary field of application for
contrastive analysis language teaching and learning the book will be of special
interest to scholars and students of linguistics discourse analysis and cultural
studies and to those entrusted with teaching european languages and cultures the
major languages covered are akan dutch english finnish french german italian
norwegian spanish and swedish

Languages and Cultures in Contrast and Comparison
2008-06-26

a bold and provocative study that presents language not as an innate component of
the brain as most linguists do but as an essential tool unique to each culture
worldwide for years the prevailing opinion among academics has been that language is
embedded in our genes existing as an innate and instinctual part of us but linguist
daniel everett argues that like other tools language was invented by humans and can
be reinvented or lost he shows how the evolution of different language forms that is
different grammar reflects how language is influenced by human societies and



experiences and how it expresses their great variety for example the amazonian
pirahã put words together in ways that violate our long held under standing of how
language works and pirahã grammar expresses complex ideas very differently than
english grammar does drawing on the wari language of brazil everett explains that
speakers of all languages in constructing their stories omit things that all members
of the culture understand in addition everett discusses how some cultures can get by
without words for numbers or counting without verbs for to say or to give
illustrating how the very nature of what s important in a language is culturally
determined combining anthropology primatology computer science philosophy
linguistics psychology and his own pioneering and adventurous research with the
amazonian pirahã and using insights from many different languages and cultures
everett gives us an unprecedented elucidation of this society defined nature of
language in doing so he also gives us a new understanding of how we think and who we
are

Language
2012-03-13

the intensification of contacts between cultures and languages has a major impact on
all social spheres today multiculturalism and multilingualism are important elements
of the local regional national and global community much of the world s conflict
stems from the contrast between globalization and nationalism fuelled by religions
racial divisions traditions and other cultural particularities focusing mainly on



the situation in central and south eastern europe this book addresses how cultural
identities develop through tourism education literature and other social fields and
how language and literature teaching should be planned in this context it consists
of the following sections language culture and tourism interculturalism
multilingualism and approaches to language learning and culture in literature and
translation the volume will be of interest to teachers and researchers of cultural
and tourism studies linguistics and language learning literary studies and
translation while also addressing wider readers interested in contemporary
intercultural society

Language and Culture in the Intercultural World
2020-12-09

this is an interdisciplinary volume that focuses on the central topic of the
representation of events namely cross cultural differences in representing time and
space as well as various aspects of the conceptualisation of space and time it
brings together research on space and time from a variety of angles both theoretical
and methodological crossing boundaries between and among disciplines such as
linguistics psychology philosophy or anthropology forms a creative platform in a
bold attempt to reveal the complex interaction of language culture and cognition in
the context of human communication and interaction the authors address the nature of
spatial and temporal constructs from a number of perspectives such as cultural
specificity in determining time intervals in an amazonian culture distinct



temporalities in a specific mongolian hunter community russian specific
conceptualisation of temporal relations seri and yucatec frames of spatial reference
memory of events in space and time and metaphorical meaning stemming from perception
and spatial artefacts to name but a few themes the topic of space and time in
language and culture is also represented from a different albeit related point of
view in the sister volume space and time in languages and cultures linguistic
diversity hcp 36 which focuses on the language specific vis à vis universal aspects
of linguistic representation of spatial and temporal reference

Space and Time in Languages and Cultures
2012

key terms in language and culture is a new collection of 75 short original essays
written by leading scholars in linguistic anthropology and related fields and
covering the major issues in the contemporary study of language and culture together
these essays provide a lexicon of language from an anthropological perspective each
essay includes a brief description of a key concept the issues associated with the
concept and the major contributions to its study there is a set of suggested
readings at the end of each essay that provides readers with a good starting point
for a further study



Culture, Language, and Society
1981

this innovative and provocative work introduces complexity theory and its
application to both the study of language and the study of material culture the book
begins with a wide ranging theoretical background covering the areas of dialect
geography the anthropological study of material culture and a general introduction
to the study of complex adaptive systems following this general introduction the
principles of complexity theory are demonstrated in data drawn from linguistics and
material culture studies language and material culture further highlights the
principles of complexity through a series of case studies using data from the
linguistic atlas colonial american inventories and the historic american building
survey lmc shows that language and material culture are intertwined as they interact
within the same cultural complex system the book is designed for students in courses
that focus on language variation american english and material culture in addition
to general courses on applications of complex systems

Language and Culture
1998

the teaching of culture and interculturality is today viewed as an integral part of
foreign language education this book presents insights from recent research on the



role of culture in second foreign and heritage language education it contains 14
chapters including an introductory chapter that discusses diachronically the
evolving notion of culture and how the sociocultural view of culture as a complex
and dynamic concept informs language teaching and language learning research the
chapters following the introduction are organised in four parts focusing on 1 the
teacher s role in integrated language and culture learning 2 the interrelationship
between culture identity and language learning and use 3 the effect of culture on
learner characteristics which impact language learning processes and outcomes and 4
curriculum development aimed at fostering language and culture learning the chapters
in parts 1 to 3 present contributions from current research either in the form of
the authors original studies or comprehensive reviews of relevant essential research
which bears important implications for curricular practice in foreign language and
language teacher education this close link between research theory and practice is
also maintained in the two chapters in part 4 which present developmental projects
based on well grounded theoretical frameworks

Aspects of Language and Culture
1975

the routledge language and cultural theory reader is a core introduction to the most
innovative and influential writings that have shaped and defined the relations
between language culture and cultural identity in the twentieth century the
routledge language and cultural theory reader is for students at undergraduate and



postgraduate level working within the disciplines of language studies literary
studies cultural studies cultural theory and linguistics

Key Terms in Language & Culture
2001-01-19

this book provides an overview of approaches to language and culture and it outlines
the broad interdisciplinary field of anthropological linguistics and linguistic
anthropology it identifies current and future directions of research including
language socialization language reclamation speech styles and genres language
ideology verbal taboo social indexicality emotion time and many more furthermore it
offers areal perspectives on the study of language in cultural contexts namely
africa the americas australia and oceania mainland southeast asia and europe and it
lays the foundation for future developments within the field in this way the book
bridges the disciplines of cultural anthropology and linguistics and paves the way
for the new book series anthropological linguistics

Language and Material Culture
2015-09-15

this selection of peer reviewed essays is taken from the royal irish academy
symposium intercultural spaces language culture identity hosted by dublin city



university in november 2003 it brings together a fascinating range of scholarly
interpretations of the intercultural space with rich contributions coming from the
fields of sociology politics language teaching and learning translation drama
literature and history individually each essay draws the reader into its own
particular intercultural space shaped by the norms and parameters of the discipline
within which it is being described as a collection however the essays link these
usually separate spaces together to forge new and exciting interdisciplinary
connections this collection offers readers from many different disciplines a
comprehensive array of interpretations and insights into the phenomenon that is the
intercultural space and invites them to explore the richness of this concept as it
is revealed in intercultural spaces language culture identity

Language in Culture
1954

this is an accessible book which makes an important contribution to the study of
pidgin and creole language varieties as well as to the development of contemporary
european languages outside europe

Culture and Foreign Language Education
2015-07-31



contributed articles presented during the international symposium on signification
in buddhist and french traditions held at indian institute of advanced study in sept
2001

The Routledge Language and Cultural Theory Reader
2000

essay from the year 2003 in the subject speech science linguistics language english
abstract being able to understand another person s viewpoint is essential for
effective communication as the perceptions of most human beings are shaped by
culture the most important contribution intercultural communication studies have
made for second language teaching is to increase the instructor s awawreness of the
intricacies of managing a multicultural or a monolingual classroom in a foreign
learning context improving teaching and classroom quality for second language
students in support of this argument this paper presents a brief background on the
influence of culture on language the benefits of studying l2 for cultural
acquisition the importance of recognizing different cultural motivations for l2
acquisition intercultural differences that lead to misunderstandings and poor
learning teaching the prevalence of ethnocentrism and lastly methods and approaches
that may be useful in second language teaching



Language and Culture
1974

this volume offers novel insights into linguistic diversity in the domains of
spatial and temporal reference searching for uniformity amongst diversity a number
of authors discuss expression of dynamic spatial relations cross linguistically in a
vast range of typologically different languages such as bezhta french hinuq italian
japanese polish serbian and spanish among others the contributions on linguistic
expression of time all shed new light on pertinent questions regarding this
cognitive domain such as the hotly debated relationship between cross linguistic
differences in talking about time and universal principles of utterance
interpretation modelling temporal inference through aspectual interactions as well
as the complexity of the acquisition of tense aspect relations in a second language
the topic of space and time in language and culture is also represented from a
different point of view in the sister volume space and time in languages and
cultures language culture and cognition hcp 37 which discusses spatial and temporal
constructs in human language cognition and culture in order to come closer to a
better understanding of the interaction between shared and individual
characteristics of language and culture that shape the way people interact with each
other and exchange information about the spatio temporal constructs that underlie
their cognitive social and linguistic foundations



Approaches to Language and Culture
2022

the book comprises a selection of papers concerning the general theme of cultural
conceptualizations in language the focus of part 1 which includes four papers is on
metaphor and culture discussing general as well as language specific metaphoricity
part 2 which also includes three papers is on cultural models dealing with phenomena
relating to family and home nation and kinship blood and death in different cultures
six papers in part 3 which refers to questions of identity and cultural stereotypes
both in general language and in literature discuss identity in native and migration
contexts and take up motifs of journey and migration as well as social and cultural
stereotypes and prejudice in transforming contexts three papers in the last part 4
of the book linguistic concepts meanings and interaction focus on the semantic
interpretation of the changes and differences which occur in their intra as well as
inter linguistic contexts

Intercultural Spaces
2007

language our primary tool of thought and perception is at the heart of who we are as
individuals languages are constantly changing sometimes into entirely new varieties
of speech leading to subtle differences in how we present ourselves to others this



revealing account brings together eleven leading specialists from the fields of
linguistics anthropology philosophy and psychology to explore the fascinating
relationship between language culture and social interaction a range of major
questions are discussed how does language influence our perception of the world how
do new languages emerge how do children learn to use language appropriately what
factors determine language choice in bi and multilingual communities how far does
language contribute to the formation of our personalities and finally in what ways
does language make us human language culture and society will be essential reading
for all those interested in language and its crucial role in our social lives

Creolization of Language and Culture
2002-11

this book identifies the many facets of culture that influence second language
learners and teachers the hardback edition identifies the many facets of culture
that influence second language learners and teachers it addresses the impact of
culture on learning to interact speak construct meaning and write in a second
language while staying within the sociocultural paradigms specific to a particular
language and its speakers by providing a comprehensive introduction to research from
other disciplines on the interaction between language and culture this volume offers
an important contribution to the field of second language acquisition



Signification in Language and Culture
2002

this wide ranging survey of issues in intercultural language teaching and learning
covers everything from core concepts to program evaluation and advocates a fluid
responsive approach to teaching language that reflects its central role in fostering
intercultural understanding includes coverage of theoretical issues defining
language culture and communication as well as practice driven issues such as
classroom interactions technologies programs and language assessment examines
systematically the components of language teaching language itself meaning culture
learning communicating and assessments and puts them in social and cultural context
features numerous examples throughout drawn from various languages international
contexts and frameworks incorporates a decade of in depth research and detailed
documentation from the authors collaborative work with practicing teachers provides
a much needed addition to the sparse literature on intercultural aspects of language
education

The Importance of Language and Culture in the L2
Classroom
2016-11-17

using data from cultures and languages throughout the world to highlight both



similarities and differences in human languages this book explores the many
interconnections among language culture and communicative meaning it examines the
multi faceted meanings and uses of language and emphasizes the ways that language
encapsulates speakers meanings and intentions includes new section on narratives ch
4 and language ideologies ch 13 features interactional situational and social
functions of languages for anyone interested in language and culture anthropological
linguistics and language and communication

Space and Time in Languages and Cultures
2012

this book aims to present the results of research in the sphere of business language
and culture as well as the experience of pedagogical staff and practitioners
concerned with broadly understood business the highly complex nature of contemporary
business environment approached from both the theoretical and practical standpoint
does not cease to prove that research into business studies cannot be dissociated
from the cultural and linguistic context the chapters included in this book were
contributed by academics and practitioners alike which offers a balanced approach to
the topic and ensures high levels of diversity together with an undeniable
homogeneity they were gathered with a view to show various aspects of business
language perceived both as a medium of communication and as a subject of research
and teaching they are concerned with business culture as well including business
ethics and representations of business in popular culture owing to its



multidisciplinary approach the book presents a roadmap towards successful
functioning in business settings highlighting such issues as education for business
purposes the study of language used in business contexts the aspects of cross
cultural communication as well as ethical behaviour based upon different values in
multicultural business environments given its multifarious character the book surely
appeals not only to academics but also to the interested laymen and students who
wish to expand their knowledge of business studies and related phenomena

Cultural Conceptualizations in Language and
Communication
2020-07-15

it is widely accepted that english is the first truly global language and lingua
franca its dominance has even led to its use and adaptation by local communities for
their own purposes and needs one might see english in this context as being simply a
neutral universal vehicle for the expression of local thoughts and ideas in fact
english words and phrases have embedded in them a wealth of cultural baggage that is
invisible to most native speakers anna wierzbicka a distinguished linguist known for
her theories of semantics has written the first book that connects the english
language with what she terms anglo culture wierzbicka points out that language and
culture are not just interconnected but inseparable this is evident to non speakers
trying to learn puzzling english expressions she uses original research to
investigate the universe of meaning within the english language both grammar and



vocabulary and places it in historical and geographical perspective for example she
looks at the history of the terms right and wrong and how with the influence of the
reformation right came to mean correct she examines the ideas of fairness and
reasonableness and shows that far from being cultural universals they are in fact
unique creations of modern english this engrossing and fascinating work of
scholarship should appeal not only to linguists and others concerned with language
and culture but the large group of scholars studying english and english as a second
language

Language, Culture, and Society
2006-05-11

combining perspectives from discourse analysis and sociolinguistics this
introduction provides students with a comprehensive up to date and critical overview
of the field of intercultural communication ingrid piller explains communication in
context using two main approaches the first treats cultural identity difference and
similarity as discursive constructions the second informed by bilingualism studies
highlights the use and prestige of different languages and language varieties as
well as the varying access that speakers have to them linguistics students will find
this book a useful tool for studying language and globalization as well as applied
linguistics



Culture in Second Language Teaching and Learning
1999-03-13

not everything that can be said in one language can be said in another the lexicons
of different languages seem to suggest different conceptual universes investigating
cultures from a universal language independent perspective this book rejects
analytical tools derived from the english language and anglo culture and proposes
instead a natural semantic metalanguage formulated in english words but based on
lexical universals the outcome of two and a half decades of research the
metalanguage is made up of universal semantic primitives in terms of which all
meanings including the most culture specific ones can be described and compared in a
precise and illuminating way integrating insights from linguistics cultural
anthropology and cognitive psychology and written in simple non technical language
semantics culture and cognition is accessible not only to scholars and students but
also to the general reader interested in semantics and the relationship between
language and culture

Intercultural Language Teaching and Learning
2013-04-22

distinguished multiculturalist sonia nieto speaks directly to current and future
teachers in this thoughtful integration of a selection of her key writings with



creative pedagogical features offering information insights and motivation to teach
students of diverse cultural racial and linguistic backgrounds examples are included
throughout to illustrate real life dilemmas about diversity that teachers face in
their own classrooms ideas about how language culture and teaching are linked and
ways to engage with these ideas through reflection and collaborative inquiry
designed for upper undergraduate and graduate level students and professional
development courses each chapter includes critical questions classroom activities
and community activities suggesting projects beyond the classroom context language
culture and teaching explores how language and culture are connected to teaching and
learning in educational settings examines the sociocultural and sociopolitical
contexts of language and culture to understand how these contexts may affect student
learning and achievement analyzes the implications of linguistic and cultural
diversity for classroom practices school reform and educational equity encourages
practicing and preservice teachers to reflect critically on their classroom
practices as well as on larger institutional policies related to linguistic and
cultural diversity based on the above understandings and motivates teachers to
understand their ethical and political responsibilities to work together with their
students colleagues and families for more socially just classrooms schools and
society changes in the third edition this edition includes new and updated chapters
section introductions critical questions classroom and community activities and
resources bringing it up to date in terms of recent educational policy issues and
demographic changes in the u s and beyond the new chapters reflect nieto s current
thinking about the profession and society especially about changes in the teaching
profession both positive and negative since the publication of the second edition of



this text

Language, Culture, and Communication
2003

the book consists of scientifically and philologically oriented chapters their main
purpose is research of anthropocentrism culture and social context in the slovak
russian german and romanian languages the above mentioned issues provide the book
with an intercultural and interdisciplinary character

Exploring Business Language and Culture
2021-11-02

this ground breaking book marks a milestone in the history of the newly developed
field of cultural linguistics a multidisciplinary area of research that explores the
relationship between language and cultural conceptualisations the most authoritative
book in the field to date it outlines the theoretical and analytical framework of
cultural linguistics elaborating on its key theoretical analytical notions of
cultural cognition cultural schema cultural category and cultural metaphor in
addition it brings to light a wide array of cultural conceptualisations drawn from
many different languages and language varieties the book reveals how the analytical
tools of cultural linguistics can produce in depth and insightful investigations



into the cultural grounding of language in several domains and subdisciplines
including embodiment emotion religion world englishes pragmatics intercultural
communication teaching english as an international language teil and political
discourse analysis by presenting a comprehensive survey of recent research in
cultural linguistics this book demonstrates the relevance of the cultural
conceptualisations encoded in language to all aspects of human life from the very
conceptualisations of life and death to conceptualisations of emotion body humour
religion gender kinship ageing marriage and politics this book in short is a must
have reference work for scholars and students interested in cultural linguistics

English:Meaning and Culture
2006-04-27

the relationship between language and various kinds of non linguistic behavior has
been of great fascination for many of those working in the fields of cultural
anthropology linguistics and philosophy or broadly understood cultural studies the
authors in this volume explore this relationship in a number of cultures and social
contexts and discuss the problem of linguistic relativism and its application to
several areas of social interaction across cultures the authors deal with such
questions as how language and culture intersect resulting in different points of
view on reality that are all equally authentic and rooted in experience the question
of the influence of language and culture on our perceptino of physical and social
reality is re examined for such domains as politics commerce working with people



religion and gender relations

Intercultural Communication: A Critical Introduction
2011-04-29

Semantics, Culture, and Cognition
1992-10-22

Language, Culture, and Teaching
2017-09-01

A Reflection of Man and Culture in Language and
Literature
2019



Cultural Linguistics
2017-10-15

Language, Culture, and Society: a Book of Readings
1974

Relative Points of View
2001-06-01
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